Frontend Developer
Salford

Our Company
Network Plus is a leading utility and infrastructure service provider, operating across the UK.
Originally established in 2000, the company has grown significantly through the award of longterm contract frameworks with major utility organisations and infrastructure providers. With a
current workforce of over 2,000, our services are delivered through an absolute focus on
health and safety as well as market leading levels of service to both our clients and their customers.
Our Headquarters are based in Salford, near Manchester, and we operate from over 20 regional depot bases. We deliver services 24/7/365 in city centres as well as rural locations.
Our vision is to be the best service provider in the UK utilities and infrastructure sectors by
safely constructing, maintaining and managing essential services at the lowest sustainable
cost.

Our role
As a Frontend Developer you will provide new software development; along with adding new
functionality and ongoing maintenance. You will also be tasked with helping to develop and
maintain a new software system, which is to be used nationwide. This role requires front end
knowledge and a good understanding of modern software architectures and development
techniques. This role offers a great opportunity to advance the product and customer journey
at an exciting time of growth and change.

Key responsibilities
You will be responsible for ensuring the technical solution that is delivered to the end user(s)
meets their expectations and is the right technical solution
You will own the high-level solution and design decisions for a project or product, identifying
the environmental factors, components, intercommunications, data requirements and
standards required to successfully deliver the solution
You will produce design (UML) and specification documents and ensure that they are agreed
with the end user(s), Project Manager and Business Analysts. You will then communicate
these to development team
You will own the overall solution, from conception to delivery, you will monitor the project and
ensure, at a high level, it is being developed as required with regular communication with the
squad

You will have a high-level interest in emerging technology, techniques and industry trends and
innovation to ensure they are able to adopt the most appropriate tools and technologies for
the project or product
You will have an appetite for best practice development, re-use and sharing of functionality,
improving development techniques and a commitment to learning new, emerging technologies

Experience and Qualifications
Production experience in Angular 6+ (required)
Experience of HTML5 web apps (required)
Use of third-party UI libraries i.e. DevExtreme, Material etc (ideal)
Experience in .NET Core 3+ (ideal)
Production experience in C# (required)
Experience of design patterns/principles (ideal)
SOLID design
Repository pattern
Dependency Injection
Loose coupling
Experience writing complex code
Experience in working with web services and multiple API’s
Experience in working with all aspects of SDLC
Experience of working in Agile Environments
Skilled and versed in understanding and interpreting with application in technical data
Experience of continuous integration environments
Experience of Unit and functional testing is important, not necessarily strict test-driven development
Experience in Producing State Diagrams and or re-engineering applications

Salary and Benefits
We offer a competitive salary based on experience along with a full benefits package.

Network Plus is proud to be an Equal Opportunity Employer. We celebrate diversity and do
not discriminate based on race, religion, colour, nationality, sex, sexual orientation, age, veteran status, disability status, or any other applicable characteristics protected by law.
We are Armed Forces-friendly. We welcome applications from ex-Armed Forces personnel,
reservists, armed forces veterans, cadet instructors and military spouses/partners.
We understand that privacy and the security of your personal information is extremely important. By applying for this role, you agree to the terms of our privacy policy which you can
find here - https://networkplus.co.uk/privacy-and-cookie-policy.

